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Book Reviews 
D. DORNINGER AND W. MUELLER, Alfgemeine Algebra und Andwendungen, Teubner, Stuttgart, 
1984, 324 pp. 
S. S. GINDIKIN, Algebraic Logic, Springer, 1985, 356~~. 
Why is it that no one in the West writes textbooks like these and we must translate them 
from the Russian or from the German? Only the titles are slightly misleading, the contents are 
what is soon going to be called a standard course in applied algebra. Let us rewrite them in 
English. 
M. BARR AND C. WELLS, Toposes, Triples and Theories, Springer, 1985, 345 pp. 
The elements of category theory are presented with unsurpassed clarity and full motivation, 
and then applied to describe with equal cogency the closely related ideas of topoes, triples, 
and equationally defined algebraic theories. One or two more books like this one and univer- 
sal algebra might take off. 
J. FR~HLICH (Ed.), Scaling and Self-similarify in Physics, Birkhluser, 1983, 426 pp. 
At last an account of renormalization which, if not fully meeting current standards of 
mathematical rigor, at least avoids the worst handwaving excesses of contemporary physics. 
The information is useful and it will take years to incorporate it into the mainstream of 
“straight” probability and of mathematics generally. 
S. LANG, SL,(R), Springer, 1985, 428 pp. 
The indomitable Serge Lang continues to set records by writing complete accounts of sub- 
jects where noone fears to tread. This time we have a marvelous combination of group 
representation theory and spectral theory, not without an occasional fur!ive peek at number 
theory. 
E. G. EVANS AND P. GRIFFITH, Syzygies, Cambridge, 1985, 124 pp. 
The tirst book ever written that contains the word “syzygy” in its title (other than in 
astronomy) is also one that will be hard to match. Not likely to become obsolete in a long 
time. 
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